RESOLUTION II – PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA

THEME: CONFLICT AND INTERNATIONAL SECURITY

CONCERN: THE DECREASE OF CRIME RATE THROUGH SURVEILLANCE CAMERAS

THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY,

Realizing that the installation of facial recognizing security cameras in China generates a rise of criminal arrestations, with more than two thousand fugitives arrested in two years,

Noting that the security assures the wellbeing of the population and the good functioning of a society,

Observing that the crime rate is increasing in western nations such as France, with 845 homicides per year,

Pointing out that the United nations preach for the security of all,

Convinced that most states are starting to individually fight against climate change and that the funds for this cause aren’t as necessary anymore,

Proposes That the United Nation dedicates a part of their funds for the security of all;

- to decrease the funds related to the United Nations Development Program;

- that these funds will then be redistributed to install surveillance cameras produced in the People’s republic of China;

- to start the installation in bigger cities and thus efficiently secure the world.

*The French text is binding.*